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Acme Electric Introduces Updated  
Industrial Control Transformer Line 

 
South Bend, Indiana May 5, 2020 –Acme Electric introduces an updated line of industrial 
control transformers. These new models provide voltage regulation that exceeds NEMA 
standards. Acme Electric, part of Hubbell Commercial Construction, provides innovative 
electrical products to OEM, industrial and commercial markets. 
 
Acme’s new ICT transformers provide safe control voltage for the operation of a wide variety of 
electromagnetic devices. These dry-type step down transformers provide a high degree of 
voltage regulation during inrush, the brief overload period when a circuit becomes energized. 
Single phase models range from 50VA to 5000VA.  
 
Encapsulated TB series and CE series Acme ICT models feature a compact design that runs 
cooler and cleaner, to provide application flexibility. Integral terminals and molded terminations 
offer robust support. Fuse block kits are also available. The TB series models are UL/cUL 
Listed and CE series models also carry the CE mark for global applications. Both series are 
backed by Acme’s 20 year limited warranty. 
 
Enclosed ICT models provide the same performance as TB models, but housed in a NEMA 3R 
enclosure for use in harsh environments where the transformer is unable to situate in the 
control panel. These models are UL/cUL Listed and include a 10 year warranty. 
 
The Acme Electric ICT line is ideal for applications involving motor starters, machine tools, 
control panels and robotics.  
 
New Acme Electric Industrial Control Transformers will be available before the end of second 
quarter 2020. Find more information at www.hubbell.com.  
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### 
 
About Hubbell Commercial Construction 
Hubbell’s Commercial Construction business includes a suite of five brands that manufacture innovative, high-
quality and cost-effective electrical products for a broad range of applications, including residential, commercial, 
industrial, OEM and MRO. RACO produces electrical boxes and fittings. TayMac creates “while in use” covers for 
outdoor electrical. Bell is the name contractors know for weatherproof boxes and covers. Wiegmann offers a 
complete line of electrical enclosures. Acme Electric manufactures power conversion and conditioning equipment. 

Hubbell Incorporated is an international electrical and electronics manufacturer. The company’s history of 
electrical innovation extends back to 1888. Founder Harvey Hubbell invented the pull chain light switch and the 
duplex receptacle. Corporate headquarters are located in Shelton, Connecticut. 
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